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Abstract—This paper proposes a method for pedestrian object detection by using Centroid Neural Network (CNN). Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is used to produce keypoint feature extracted from image data and the keypoints are used to discriminate a scene with pedestrian objects from a scene without pedestrian objects. Experiments on INRIA Person dataset show that the keypoint features extracted by using SIFT are useful for pedestrian object detection problems and the proposed CNN classifier can detect pedestrian object effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, there are two different procedures for various pattern recognition problems including pedestrian objects: feature extraction procedure and classifier design procedure. For feature extraction procedure for pedestrian object detection, there are two different categories of approaches in order to extract valuable information on pedestrian objects from image data [1]-[5]. The first category of approaches require two different procedures: detecting parts of a pedestrian object and combining them for detecting an entire pedestrian object [1]. The second category of approaches first require finding low level features within a target window and then determining if the target window contains a pedestrian object by using some statistical characteristics of the features [2].

A pedestrian object detection method proposed in this paper is based on CNN(Centroid Neural Network) and SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [4] features and this method can be considered as one of the second category methods. The SIFT introduced by Lowe is invariant to scale, orientation, and viewpoint. The SIFT has been widely accepted since it provides features invariant to scale, rotation, illumination and viewpoint, it has been widely used for obtaining important invariant features from image [1]-[5]. By using the features by SIFT, an object matching operation images can be achieved[5]. The following procedures are required when SIFT is adopted:

1) Detection of Scale-space extrema: searches over all scales and image locations: DoG(Difference of Gaussian method)

2) Localization of Keypoints: finds a detailed model to determine location and scale and finds stable one by passing through a contrast and edge test.

3) Assignment of Orientation: finds dominant orientations for keypoint in order to archive the rotation invariant.

4) Creation of Keypoint descriptor: finds a descriptor based on the histogram of gradient to represent each keypoint. Finally, the descriptor is used for alleviating illumination changes.

B. CNN(Centroid Neural Network)

The CNN algorithm [6] is an unsupervised competitive learning algorithm based on the classical k-means clustering. It finds the centroids of clusters at each presentation of the data vector. The CNN first introduces definitions of the winner neuron and the loser neuron. When a data $x$ is given to the network at the epoch $(k)$, the winner neuron at the epoch $(k)$ is the neuron with the minimum distance to $x$. The loser neuron at the epoch $(k)$ to $x$ is the neuron that was the winner of $x$ at the epoch $(k-1)$ but is not the winner of $x$ at the epoch $(k)$. The CNN updates its weights only when the status of the output neuron for the presenting data has changed when compared to the status from the previous epoch.

When an input vector $x$ is presented to the network at iteration $n$, the weight update equations for winner neuron $j$ and loser neuron $i$ in CNN can be summarized as
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The CNN has several advantages over conventional clustering algorithms such as SOM or k-means algorithm when used for clustering and unsupervised competitive learning. The CNN requires neither a predetermined schedule for learning gain nor the total number of iterations for clustering. It always converges to sub-optimal solutions while conventional algorithms such as SOM may give unstable results depending on the initial learning gains and the total number of iterations. More detailed description on the CNN can be found in [6]-[8].

III. KEYPINTS FEATURE

With extracted keypoints and locations of keypoints for backgrounds (negative images) and pedestrian objects (positive images) as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively, we found that there exists distinctive difference between distributions of keypoints of positive images and those of negative images. The keypoints of positive images mostly spread out more widely in the image space than those of negative image. Based on this observation, we are able to quantify this difference with the feature descriptor as shown in Fig. 3. The extracted feature is the orientation histograms for accumulated magnitudes of Euclidean distance from each keypoint to the center point at the relative angle between each keypoint and the center point. In experiments, the best number of histogram bins is found to be 12. In our experiments, the numbers of keypoints for negative and positive images are set to 112 and 158, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

INRIA Person dataset is used for experiments[10]. 1,500 images for positive data and 1,500 images for negative data are obtained. SIFT is applied to each of the fixed set of 20,000 patches randomly sampled from images. Then these SIFT keypoint locations are processed to obtain the histogram of keypoints feature. These histogram features for each positive and negative data are passed through CNN for clustering process. CNN is set to produce two clusters which are corresponding to negative and positive.

In this procedure, when we utilize the fact that the number of keypoints for positive images is much larger than those for negative image, we eliminate the windows which do not have enough number of keypoints.

In order to evaluate the proposed method, the detection accuracy and training speed for the proposed CNN method are compared with the conventional SVM method. The results are summarized in Table I. As can be seen from Table I, detection accuracy of CNN on the testing dataset is about 90.12% while SVM shows almost perfect 99.96% accuracy. These results come from the fact that CNN is an unsupervised learning algorithm while SVM is a supervised learning algorithm. On the other hand, however, CNN has a very important advantage in training time over SVM: CNN finishes its training almost instantly while SVM requires more than 3.28 hours for the same training data on our PC environment (Intel Core Quad 2.33GHz, 4GB of RAM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I DETECTION ACCURACY AND TRAINING SPEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( w_j(n+1) = w_j(n) + \frac{1}{N_j+1} [x(n) - w_j(n)] \) (1)
\( w_l(n+1) = w_l(n) + \frac{1}{N_l-1} [x(n) - w_l(n)] \) (2)
needs to update the training database quickly. is acceptable for system that requires real time performance or training time and scale invariant feature. The proposed method advantageous features of both SIFT and CNN: extremely fast acceptable detection accuracy. The proposed method has the proposed method can detect pedestrian objects with the proposed method is evaluated with INRIA data set. The results show that observation, we formulate a histogram feature for the orientation and magnitude of feature points. The proposed method is evaluated with INRIA data set. The results show that the proposed method can detect pedestrian objects with acceptable detection accuracy. The proposed method has the advantageous features of both SIFT and CNN: extremely fast training time and scale invariant feature. The proposed method is acceptable for system that requires real time performance or needs to update the training database quickly.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a classifier model for pedestrian object detection using CNN. The method combines SIFT and CNN to produce an automatic pedestrian detection system. The proposed method utilizes the observation of keypoint distributions for positive data and negative data. Based on the observation, we formulate a histogram feature for the orientation and magnitude of feature points. The proposed method is evaluated with INRIA data set. The results show that the proposed method can detect pedestrian objects with acceptable detection accuracy. The proposed method has the advantageous features of both SIFT and CNN: extremely fast training time and scale invariant feature. The proposed method is acceptable for system that requires real time performance or needs to update the training database quickly.
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